Parade Medal Bars of the Third Reich by Thomas M. Yanacek

So Much More Than A Pretty Picture Book.

Presented for the first time in detail, this examination of German medal bars covers a subject long overlooked in reference books. Illustrating over one-hundred German medal bars in full color, both obverse and reverse views are shown, as well as close up images that highlight some of the finer details. Medal bars of the military, police, political, and civil organizations are covered. Examples of original award documents are shown, as well as period photographs of medal bars in wear. Information is also presented on maker markings, medal identification, the material used to make the medal, finishes, and measurements.

Features:
* Notes:
* Click here to view our Condition Guide and Shipping Prices

My Personal Review:
My initial somewhat doubtful perception of this book as a "coffee table show piece" was fully reversed upon examining & reading it. Closely defined attention to detail & documentation hallmark this work. This is a well written and illustrated, first class scholar's product!! Tho not especially interested in 3rd Reich awards for themselves, I highly recommend this book. As usual, Amazon beat the competition on price as well.
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